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Abstract. The distributed connectivity model presented in this article provides a strategic perspective for
development plan using distributed infrastructures and tools for global organizations with e-learning
opportunities. Focusing on e-education, using virtual world unique features, supporting medical education
and treatments, and modifying consumption patterns are four main dimensions of the Four-Faceted
Distributed Connectivity Model (FFDC) in this article. Definition and redefinition of groups in organizations
and equipping them with ICT tools, and providing formal communication with related departments round the
globe, are two necessary rules for implementing the FFDC model. These two rules are the needed
infrastructure for FFDC model.
Keywords: Distributed Connectivity, Global Village, Information Technology Infrastructure, E-Learning,
Telecommunication Facilities.

1. Introduction
The term global village refers to profound social and technological concepts. Important features of a
village are based on close contact, trust, ease of business, and knowing others. Therefore it can be said that
during the past three decades when computer networks infrastructures, especially those of the internet, have
been made available to everyone, the said features are now possible to attain.
In the current dynamic world, achieving higher speed in giving services, serving clients and higher level
of efficiency in all industries is only possible by choosing correct solutions. Basically industries and
companies' speed in production and giving services is indebted to the development of communication and
information services. Consider air industries for example. From the most complicated industries - air
industries - and its integrity provided by distributed information networks to online ticket sale where the
passenger can even book a seat, everything can be customized. All these require trained specialist groups and
advanced IT devices, in addition choosing correct solutions. For example, Focusing on Jeter, L.’s reports
shows that if wireless solution has used in many stated instead of wired one, after some natural tragedies
such as Hurricane Katrina, recovery could be done better [1].

2. Four-Faceted Distributed Connectivity Model (FFDC)
Using IT infrastructure and wireless capabilities provide a significant opportunity for each organization
to develop the strategic plans. Figure 1 shows the Four-Faceted Distributed Connectivity Model (FFDC) for
global development of every type of an e-learning global organization. Focusing on e-education, using
virtual world unique features, supporting medical education and treatments, and modifying consumption
patterns are four global aspect of the suggested model in this article. The important point for applying the
FFDC model is the definition and redefinition of groups in organizations and equipping them with ICT tools
[2]. Another remarkable issue is the definition of formal communication used for providing proper contact
with formal departments round the globe [3].
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• Balancing Groups which Include Knowledge Workers and Formal Structures. To get rid
of old worn out and formal structures, organizations require the support of able work groups. To
enjoy this support, groups must define "work" precisely, and be provided with flexible dynamic
structure. Distributed IT tools can include various types of services, from defining groups to
establishing relations and feedback as well as evaluation and redefinition. But what seems to be quite
necessary is the issues of relationships between groups and command structures in organizations, in a
way that groups can maintain their independence and do not turn into merely working bodies which
do not respond to anybody; this disturbs the identity of organizations.
• Consuming Computers and Networks – a Catalyst not a Substitute. If integrated
computers and networks are used as main issues instead of being used as accelerators and efficiency
elevators, i.e. subsidiary, can lead to bad social and moral consequences, and accordingly in
efficiency failure. Men, in their interactions, can provide the most efficient situation using body
language, looks, and even tone of voice. Therefore, in many cases teleconferences are more fruitful
than shared hand writings [8]. Live picture of people can lift creativity and confidence [9]. We should
bear in mind that groups include individuals, and IT, mechanical, and electronic tools are only
considered as environment [10]. Therefore, it requires the interaction between man and the
environment to be perfect, and intensify each other in a right way.

3. Conclusions
Public growth in every aspect in today's world requires useful continuous communication and sharing
concepts and findings. Companies, organizations, and institutions, thorough technological devices can join
global networks, add to the existing information, and benefit from it as much as they need. The important
point is the definition and redefinition of groups in organizations and equipping them with ICT tools. The
more important point is the definition of formal communication used for providing proper contact with
formal departments round the globe. Today's world is the world of secure and useful communication.
However, to elevate the efficiency, defining technical skill and moral protocols in the form of active
professional groups seems to be undeniable.
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